ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to the machinery necessary to apply the general theory of monotone dynamical systems to neutral functional differential equations. We introduce an ordering structure for the phase space, investigate its compatibility with the usual uniform convergence topology, and develop several sufficient conditions of strong monotonicity of the solution semiflows to neutral equations. By applying some general results due to Hirsch and Matano for monotone dynamical systems to neutral equations, we establish several (generic) convergence results and an equivalence theorem of the order stability and convergence of precompact orbits. These results are applied to show that each orbit of a closed biological compartmental system is convergent to a single equilibrium.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to establish several strong monotonicity principles and (generic) convergence theorems for neutral functional differential equations and to apply these results to prove a convergence theorem for a mathematical model of biological compartmental systems.
Recently, monotone dynamical systems have received considerable attention in the literature. Many interesting results concerning the convergence of precompact orbits have been obtained, and applied to various evolution equations enjoying a strong comparison principle. For details, we refer to [l]- [4] , [26]- [28] , [36]- [38] , [40]- [42] , [45] , [48] , [49] , [51] and [53] .
In [49] , Smith developed the necessary machinery to apply the general theory of monotone dynamical systems to retarded functional differential equations. It was shown that a cooperative and irreducible retarded equation generates a strongly monotone semiflow, and the qualitative behavior of solutions is genetically the same as for the ordinary differential equation obtained by ignoring the delay.
It is a natural problem to extend Smith's results to the neutral functional differential equation ( 
1.1) ^-D(x t )=f(x t )
where D,f: C([-r, 0],#") -• R n are continuous and D is linear, atomic and stable (see, e.g. [24] ). However, this extension requires some new techniques since, roughly speaking, a neutral equation is a combination of a generalized difference equation and a differential equation, and therefore, the dynamical system generated by a neutral equation is essentially a combination of a discrete dynamical system generated by the generalized difference equation, and a continuous dynamical system (semiflow) generated by a differential equation. As a consequence, monotonicity is more delicate for neutral equations than for retarded equations. For example, the semiflow defined by a neutral equation does not preserve the usual functional ordering of the space C = C( [-r,0] ,/?"). To see this point, we consider the following initial value problem: By using the method of steps, one can easily verify that the solution is x(t) = -\t +1 for t G [0,1] and x(t) = -\t + \ for t G [1, 2] . Therefore a positive initial datum generates a negative solution on [1, 2] . We will see that the source of the failure of the solution to preserve the nonnegative property is x(0) -\x{-1) = -1 < 0, and that this pathology can be removed by introducing a new ordering tp > 0 in C iff (p(9 ) > 0 for 9 G [-1,0] and <p(0) -j<p(-l) > 0. This is equivalent to considering the neutral equation on the product space X = R x C([-1,0], R) with the usual ordering, and relating the solution to a semiflow (x(t) -\x{t -1), JC,) on X. This idea was used by many investigators for different purposes such as the state space description of retarded equations and neutral equations (see, [11]- [13] , [46] and references therein). Motivated by the above example and discussion, we will consider equation (1.1) on the space C endowed with the following ordering > wise) ordering on C. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a brief discussion about the compatibility of the ordering > and the uniform convergence topology of C. It is D shown that the state space C with the ordering > and the uniform convergence topology D is strongly ordered in the sense of Hirsch [28] , and the zero element of C can be approximated by a sequence of positive elements (in > ). In Section 3, we will prove that the [27, 28 ] to neutral equations and prove a result about the equivalence between order-stability and convergence of orbits. The results in the first four sections are applied in Section 5 to a convergence problem of a mathematical model of biological compartmental systems which goes back to Bellman [9] . Assuming each compartment produces material itself, these systems can be modeled by neutral equations. A material conservation law is derived which implies the boundedness and order-stability of each orbit and the separation of a;-limits of ordered points. Under reasonable assumptions, it is shown that each orbit is convergent to a single equilibrium.
2.
A strong ordered space for NFDEs. Let X be a metrizable topological space with a closed (partial) order relation !R C X x X. Such a space is called an order space. We define
The ordered space X is said to be strongly ordered if, for every open set U Ç X and for any x G U, there exist a,b £ U such that a <C x <C b. A set W is order-convex if x, y e W and x < y imply that the closed order interval
The topology of X generated by order-convex open sets is called the order topology.
A typical ordered space is the so-called ordered topological vector space V together with a closed convex cone V+ such that V+ Pi (-V+) = { 0}. An ordering is defined by y > x iff y -x G V+. Obviously, V is strongly ordered iff V+ is solid, that is, Int V+ ^ 0. Moreover, if V+ is solid, then the order topology can be defined by the norm \\x\\ e = inf{c G R+ ', x € [[-ce,ce] ]}, where R+ -[0,oo), e ^> 0 is a fixed element.
Let U C X be an open subset, O = { O,} t >o be a local semiflow on U. We say O is monotone if, for any JC, y G U with x < y we have O f (jc) < O f (j) for all t G [0,T(JC, y)), where r{x) denotes the escape time of x, and r(x,y) -min{r(jc),r(y)}. O is eventually strongly monotone if it is monotone, r (x, y) = oo for any x,y G U, and there exists a constant T > 0 such that JC, y G U and x < y imply 0,(JC) <C O f (y) for ail t > T.
Let Rl be the space of non-negative vectors in R n . We use < to denote the order relation inR n defined by R". Given r -(n,..., r n ) G /?", we define | r\ -maxi<;<" n, C r - 
We now define an ordering, denoted by < , as follows 
R n
The following Lemma shows that the zero element in C r can be approximated by a sequence of elements in C^D. This completes the proof.
The following result provides a technical tool for establishing the strong monotonicity principle in the next section. 
PROOF. Let L: C r -*R n , / G N, be defined by
Then by the nonincreasing property of /iy, L(^) < 0 for ip G C*. Evidently D(JC,) =
Ax(t) + L(jc f ) from which it follows x{t) -A~lD(x t ) -A~lL(x t ).
Therefore by our assumption, JC(0) ^> 0. If the conclusion in our lemma is not true, then there exists s G 3. Strong monotonicity principles. We consider the following neutral functional differential equation
is an open subset in R + x C r , is continuous and Lipschitz in the second variable on any compact subsets of £1. Under these assumptions, the initial value problem of (3.1) is well posed. That is, for any (a, (p) G £1, there exists T(a,<p) > cr and a continuous function, the solution of (3.1) through (cr, tp), x = (x\,... ,x n ) with*,:
n is differentiable and (3.1) holds for all t G [a,r(a, </>)). Here and in what follows, x t -(x), ... ,JC?) with xj(0) = jc,-(f + 0), -r, < 6 < 0, JC(-) = JC(-; cr, y?) denotes the unique solution of (3.1) through (a, <p). For details, we refer to [24] .
We start with the following assumption:
Under this assumption, we have the following monotonicity principle: Cr ity. Therefore at t -f,by the assumption (M) we have -A-(*,(<7,<p)) =/-(r*,x r (a,^))
which yields a contradiction, completing the proof. REMARK ) . A monotonicity principle for retarded equations (usually called a comparison principle) has been proved by many authors. We refer to [31] , [33] , [40]- [42] , [45] , [47] and [49] for detailed references. However, to the best of our knowledge, Lemma 3.1 is new for neutral equations. 
For retarded equations, D(tp) = (f(0), assumption (M) reduces to the usual pseudo-monotonicity condition that <p < ip and <pi(0) = t/;,-(0) imply that/i(t,<p) < fi(t, ip
D f(t,xp) -Muip) > F(f,^,V0(A«0-A(y>)), / e N
jDj(x t ((T,<pj) < -D;(x,(o%V0)aU=cr+2|r| which implies Dj(x t ((T, ^)) > Dj(x t (a, V )) for t < a +2\r\ and near a + 2| r| which is contrary to x t (a, ip) <x t (s,\l)) for t G [(J,T*). Therefore Dj(x a+2 \r\((T, <p)} <

Dj{Xo+2\r\(°^))'
By Lemma 3.3, we get Dj{x t (a, (/?)) < /^(jc^a, i/0) andXj(t\ a, </?) < jc,(r; a,-0) for f G (a + 2|r|,r*). If TV = {/J}, then the proof is complete. Otherwise, we continue our argument with K = {/J} to yield k G A^ so that Xk(t\a,(p) < Xk(t\cr 9 ip) and DkLxtia, (p)) < Djçixtia,V)) f°r a U * G (a + 3|r|,r*). Continuing in this manner, we obtain that x(t;a,(p) <Cjt(f;cr,'0) and D(jt r (o\ ^)) <CD(JC,(O-,I/;)) forf G (a +n|r|,r*). As an immediate consequence of this theorem, for the autonomous neutral equation
where/: C r -• R n is continuous, we get the following strong monotonicity principle:
If(M) holds, then the solution semiflow {x t (0, (p)} t >o defined by the equation (3.4) is monotone, moreover, if (I), (P) and (T) holds, then the semiflow is eventually strongly monotone.
EXAMPLE 3.1. As an illustrative example, we consider the following scalar neutral equation ( 
3.5) j t [x(t)-cx(t-r)] =f(x(tU(t-r))
where c is a constant,/ G C l (R 
,R). The associated D-operator is defined by D((f) -(p(0) -c(f(-r). Let d= inf -/(*, y) + c inf -/(*, y).
(sp(0) + (l -sW(0),il>(-r))ds[EKil>)-D(<p)]
+ [J Q l |-/(^(0),^(-r) + (l -s)^(-r))ds + C Jo â/M 0) + (1
-s)1>(0),xH-rj)ds \m-r) -<p(-r)] for all (f, i / > G C([-r, 0],#). Therefore, if (f<\l>, D{y) = D(I/J ) and c > 0, then /(^(0),^(-r)) -/(y>(0),<p(-r)) > rf[^(-r) -y>(-r)].
Hence 
/(VK0),VK-r)) -/(^(0),^(-r)) >F(^,V0UW-£(^)]
withF(<p,V0 -Jo |/(^(0)+ (1 -J)^(O),-0(-rj)ds. This proves (P). Let A and L be defined by (2.2) and (2.5). For reference purposes, the following is introduced 
., (#(C ) -B(Ç )(A~1L)(^)) is irreducible, where (e\,... e n )
is a standard basis of R n and "denotes the inclusion R n -• C r . The following is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that r(0, ip) -oo for (f G C r . If equation (3.4) is cooperative, then the semifiow {x r (0, (f)} t >o is monotone, moreover, if equation (3.4) is irreducible, then the semifiow is eventually strongly monotone.
PROOF. By definition, we have df(O<P=B(O<P(0) + K(C)<p = B(OA-
Therefore,
M)-f(tf) = f Q df(sv + (\-s)^)^-v)ds
= J B(s<p + (1 -s)V>)A _1 ds[D(^)-D(<p)]
from which we can verify that if equation (3.4) is cooperative, then (M) and (P) holds; and that (ii) implies (I) and (iii) implies (T). Therefore our conclusion follows from Corollary 3. 4. Order-stability and convergence. In this section, with the help of the established strong motonicity principle, we obtain several (generic) convergence and orderstability theorems for neutral equations as direct applications of the powerful results due to Hirsch [27, 28] for general monotone semiflows.
We should mention that the results of Hirsch which we are going to use below for strongly monotone semiflows are true for what we term eventually strongly monotone semiflows (see, e.g. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the neutral equation (3.4) is cooperative, the operator D is stable andf maps bounded sets ofC r into bounded sets ofR n . Let <p E C r be a given element such that the orbit { x t ((f)} t >o is bounded and xj{^p) <C ip (or xr(<p) ^> (f) for
D D some real T > 0, then x t (<p) converges to an equilibrium as t -> oo, here and in what follows, x t ((f) denotes x t (0, ip).
PROOF. Since the equation (3.4) is cooperative, the semiflow {*,((/> )} r >o is monotone by Corollary 3.2. Moreover, the stability of D and the assumption that/ maps bounded sets of C r to bounded sets of R n imply that each bounded orbit has compact closure (see, e.g. [24, Theorem 6.1]). Therefore, the conclusion follows directly from [27, Theorem 2.3].
As an immediate consequence to the above theorem, we obtain the following:
. Suppose that the neutral equation (3.4) is cooperative, the operator D is stable andf maps bounded sets of C r into bounded sets of R n , then equation (3.4) has no attracting periodic orbit, i.e., a nonconstant closed orbit which attracts one of its open neighborhoods.
In the case where an open set contains a unique equilibrium point which is asymptotically stable, we have the following global convergence. THEOREM 
Suppose that (i) the neutral equation (3.4) is cooperative and irreducible, the operator D is stable andf maps bounded sets ofC r into bounded sets ofR n ; (ii) there exists an open subset U of C r such that for each (p £ U, {x t (ip)\ t > 0} is bounded, and there exists a unique equilibrium \p in ci U with ifr G v(Ç) f or some ( G (/, where LU(Ç) denotes the UJ-limit set of(, i.e., UJ(() = a>ocifu^(o).
Then for any (f G U, x t (ip) -• I/J as t -•• oo.
PROOF. Since each orbit in U is bounded, D is stable and/ maps bounded sets of C r into bounded sets of R n , each orbit in U has compact closure. Moreover, (ii) implies that there exists a unique equilibrium point in \J<peu u(ip). Therefore our conclusion follows from [28, Theorem 10.3].
REMARK 4.1. A simple criterion for conditions (ii) is that each orbit in U is bounded and Cl U contains a unique equilibrum which is locally asymptotically stable.
The above theorem indicates that for a cooperative and irreducible neutral equation, a complicated dynamics is generated by the existence of multi-eqiulibria and the interactions between stability properties of equilibria.
The following theorem provides a generic convergence result for a cooperative and irreducible neutral equation.
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that (i) the neutral equation (3.4) is cooperative and irreducible, the operator D is stable andf maps bounded sets ofC r into bounded sets ofR n \ (ii) for each Lp G C r , the set {x t (ip); t > 0} is bounded.
Then the subset Q, Q C r of points convergent to the set of equilibria is dense in C r .
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 7.6 in [28], Corollary 3.2 in this paper and Theorem 6.1 in [24] .
Finally, we focus on an interesting equivalence theorem due to Hirsch [28] relating order-stability and the convergence of precompact orbits. This equivalence is important, since in applications, the order stability can be proved by using a Liapunov function or functional with semidefinite derivative, but the convergence to a single equilibrium requires further restrictions on the Liapunov function and needs a sophisticated analysis.
We notice that if the neutral equation (3.4) defines a monotone semiflow, then an orbit {x t ((f); t > 0} is order-stable, if for any s > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for [24] ). Therefore, the conclusion follows from Theorem 8.3 of [28] .
As a final remark, we point out that Theorems 4.1^.4 are stated in the whole state space C r for simplicity. It is easy to verify that these results still hold if we replace C r by any positively invariant closed subset of C r .
5. An application to compartmental systems. As an application of the results in previous sections, we consider a mathematical model of biological compartmental systems which have been extensively studied in the literature [5] , [6] , [9] , [10], [18]- [21] , [29] , [32] , [34] , [39] , [43] , and [45] .
Denote by C\,..., C n the components of a compartmental system, by xi{t) the amount of the material in compartment C, at time t, and by Co the environment of the compartmental system. We assume the following: ..,n. Under this set of assumptions, since the change of the amount of material of any compartment d, 1 < 1 < n, in any interval of time equals to the difference between the amount of total influx into and total outflux from C, in the same time interval, we obtain the model equation
For details, we refer to [19] and [21] . The convergence problem of solutions to a single equilibrium point was first raised by Bellman [9] and it has been referred to as Bellman's conjecture [18] . It has been proved that this conjecture is true for linear systems by Bellman [9] and for nonlinear systems (donor controlled systems) by Jacquez [29] in the special case where v, y = 0 and %(0) = 1,%(0) = 0 for 6 € [-r 7 ,0) (i.e. for ordinary differential equations). In the case where v, y = 0 (retarded equation), Gyori [19] proved that all nonnegative solutions tend to an equilibrium as t -• oo if there is only one equilibrium point. For related results, we refer to [6] , [18] , [21] , [29] , [32] , [34] , [39] and [43] .
Unfortunately, the uniqueness assumption of equilibrium is usually not satisfied. In particular, for closed compartmental systems (systems for which go* = 0 for i G N), with n -1, each constant function is an equilibrium point and it has been shown that each solution approaches to a single equilibrium (see, e.g. [6]- [8] , [14] , [15] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [30] , [52] and [53] ). Our purpose is to extend this result to the higher dimensional case. Thus throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that g ol • = 0 for / = 1,..., n.
Our first task is to insure that solutions with nonnegative initial conditions are defined for all future time t > 0 and remain nonnegative. The following assumptions will be useful: We now turn to the monotonicity of the solution semiflow. A similar argument to that for the first part of Proposition 5.1 leads to the following inequality
for all (p, ip G C r with (p < \jj. Therefore (H4) implies (M) and (P), and we have the PROOF. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.1 since (H4) implies (M) and (H5) implies that the operator D is stable.
In order to guarantee (I) and (T), the following assumptions are essential: (H6): For any y G J, there exists i G N such that for sufficiently small e > 0, n hijTltji-rj + e) -E dkiViji-rj + e) > 0. 
